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Metropolitan Industries,
Inc. welcomed nearly 100
members of the Chief
Engineers Association of
Chicagoland during their
monthly meeting and dinner
presentation that educated
attendees about dirt and air
separator technology.

Water... We Heat, Treat and Move It...
Learn How...
THE EASIEST WAY TO SATISFY YOUR
CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE REMAINDER OF 2011.

The Best has Arrived!
A new line of pumps by

2011
HIGH EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS FOR HOT WATER HEATING - 4 PDHs
Date Available:

9/14

The topics of discussion at May’s meeting were Metropolitan’s HVAC
offerings, solutions and the services they provide. Topics presented
by Matt Brickey, HVAC department manager, included solar thermal,
air and dirt separation systems, water harvesting, boilers, pump
systems, self-priming pump systems, controls and housed systems for
mechanical room expansion.

9AM - 1PM

ENERGY-SAVING ADVANCES IN PUMP AND CONTROL STATION
TECHNOLOGY - 4 CEUs, 4 PDHs
Date Available:

9/21

9AM - 1PM

RETROFIT YOUR EXISTING PUMP AND CONTROL SYSTEM - 4 CEUs, 4 PDHs
Date Available:

9/28

9AM - 1PM

SUBMERSIBLE PUMP REPAIR 101 - 4.5 CEUs
Date Available:

10/5

10/19

Solar Thermal
Solar Thermal efficiency improvements in heat generating
technologies have reduced the payback time for these systems
making them viable. Many advances have been made in solar
thermal systems over the last 30 years and it seems here to stay.
Metropolitan offers four different types of solar thermal panels that
can fit each specific application. They also design each system and
provide their customers with calculations showing CO2 savings &
estimated paybacks. These systems can be designed for domestic
hot water heating, radiant in-floor heating, pool heating, snow melt
systems & many other heating systems.

Plus...

9AM - 1PM

9AM - 2PM

NEVER ANY COST AND LUNCH ALWAYS SERVED!
Learn More at www.MetropolitanSeminars.com
or call Joe Sanchez at 815-886-9200 ext. 260

Nearly 100 members of the Chief Engineers Association of Chicagoland
conducted their monthly meeting at Metropolitan Industries this summer.

Continued on next page

THIS NEW HOUSE! CUTTING-EDGE GREEN AND
EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR RESIDENTIAL HOMES - 5 PDHs
Date Available:

The Chief Engineers
Association is a not-forprofit, fraternal organization
comprised of men and
women
in
leadership
positions within the field of
power engineering and real
estate asset management. For over 90 years, the Chief Engineers
Association has brought educational services, information and
camaraderie to its members through the publication of the “Chief
Engineer” magazine, educational meetings and social gatherings
throughout the Chicago area.

Distributors wanted at ionnation.us
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Water Harvesting
The benefits of water harvesting pump systems are numerous. They
reduce water bills and alleviate
demand on municipal systems,
but more importantly they reduce
demand on our limited potable water
supplies.
Metropolitan Industries, Inc. are
experts in the design and manufacture
of these systems for the commercial,
municipal and industrial markets.

Boilers
Condensing Boiler technologies
for energy savings are increasing
in popularity. Condensing boilers
are leading the charge in the
advancement of hot water boiler
technology. These boilers are able
to achieve up to 98% efficiencies
by utilizing the latent heat that
would typically be exhausted up the
chimney.

Housed Systems for Mechanical Room Expansion
Packaged housed systems offer our customers flexibility in many
different areas. If a customer wants to go to higher efficiency technologies,
but has an old boiler with an existing stack type chimney, Metropolitan
can manufacture a prefabricated
housed boiler system that houses
the condensing boilers, pumps,
hydronic accessories, & controls.
This can be installed onsite where
space is available, the roof (for
example, next to the building, etc).
The contractor makes his piping &
wiring connections to our building
and then it’s time for startup. This
also allows the abandonment
and removal of the existing
equipment at a later date and a
quick changeover. If time is of
the essence to get the new heating
system up and running quickly, a
housed system offers them a quick
installation option.

Grundfos dosing pumps give the user full control over the speed,
acceleration, and position of the diaphragm. The gentle and steady
connecting rod movement minimizes pressure peaks in the dosing head
and discharge line eliminating the vibrations associated with traditional
dosing pumps. This results in the chemical additive being discharged more
evenly, ensuring precise dosing.
“One of the things that convinced me to go with the digital dosing pumps
was how quiet they operate. Our old pumps would vibrate which caused
most of the leaks. With the new pumps you can’t even hear them and there
are no vibrations,” said Gornick.
The new digital dosing pumps were installed and in full operation in time
for the city to display the new technology at a recent AWWA visitation day
in July 2011. The visitation day offered The City of Joliet an opportunity
to showcase the new technology among members and peers in the water
industry.
For more information about digital dosing pump technology contact
Keith Girup at 815-886-9200 ext 264.
Write In 102

A visitor with the AWWA group examines one of
the new digital dosing pumps up close.

Pump Systems

Metropolitan
manufactures
a wide-array of pre-packaged
pump systems for the municipal,
Metropolitan
specializes
in
commercial and industrial
designing many different types
markets. These systems include
of condensing boiler systems
skid-mounted water pressure
including
traditional
and Condensing Boilers are increasing in popularity due to the energy savings booster systems, housed booster
hybrid systems to satisfy their associated with them. These boilers are able to achieve up to 98% efficiencies systems, self-priming pump
customer’s needs. From packaged by utilizing the latent heat that would typically be exhausted up the chimney. systems, lift stations and more.
manufactured heating systems
Working one on one with a sales engineer, Metropolitan can design,
to hybrid heating designs they have the ability to deliver a packaged
manufacture and deliver a pump system to meet any pumping demand.
system to the jobsite ready to install saving the end-user time and
Air and Dirt Separation
money. They also have a solution that reduces boiler fuel consumption
by 20-50% using a patented procedure that addresses seasonal efficiency,
Noisy pipes, valves and other air-related system noises are often
which increases cycle efficiency, therefore reducing fuel consumption
accepted as the signs of a functioning system. However excessive pump
dramatically.
noise, cavitations and cascading water in terminal units are detrimental
to a system. Air entrapped in system water can cause corrosion, reduced
efficiency, poorly heated or inadequately cooled rooms, accelerated
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The new digital dosing pumps were on display
during a recent AWWA visitation day.
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Metropolitan
Provides

component wear, and ongoing complaints.
Write In 102

Metropolitan offers the Spirovent®, a unique product that allows not
only for the removal of trapped air, but also the countless microbubbles
that are also present in a looped system. In a Spirovent®, the air bubbles
rise and collect in the air chamber before they are vented from the
system via an integral automatic valve. Air problems become a thing
of the past extending the life of a system, reducing maintenance costs
while reducing noise and cavitation.

Control Integration

Dose of
Technology
Metropolitan Industries recently supplied state-of-the-art digital
dosing pumps for sodium hypochlorite injection at the potable
water treatment plants in the City of Joliet, Ill.
The City of Joliet draws its groundwater supply from twentythree deep bedrock wells pumping 1,000 feet below the surface and
five shallow gravel wells pumping from 80 feet below the surface
located throughout the City.
Sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) is added for disinfection of
the water. These disinfection chemicals are required by the
Environmental Protection Agency and sodium hypochlorite
represents the safest disinfection method for city workers and water
customers.
The existing dosing pumps were old and Joliet Water
Superintendent Nick Gornick knew he needed to replace them.
“The dosing pumps were always leaking, had gas binding issues
and would not prime properly causing disruption to the chemical
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In order to be more competitive in the marketplace, Metropolitan
established a controls division in the late 1970s to keep pace with the
rapid growth of pumps and systems technology. Having a control division
allows Metropolitan to offer “the whole package” in terms of delivering
a complete system and allows for “single source responsibility” putting
us entirely responsible for system performance.

Metropolitan’s control division includes a panel shop that
manufactures panels under various UL Listings allowing them to meet
the needs of individual end-users. Energy efficiency and performance are
two words paramount to our professionals. A system from Metropolitan
delivers savings on your energy bills while offering peak performance
during the highest demands.

Packaged Break Tank Systems
Metropolitan Industries is an expert in the design of single-source
protected water systems to wastewater treatment plants, hospitals,
universities, commercial buildings, laboratories, factories, food
processing plants, boiler make-up water, chemical plants and industrial
applications across the country.
Working with a project engineer or the end user, Metropolitan can
design, build and deliver your custom system to the jobsite ready to
install meeting all specifications, local codes, etc. Our experience speaks
for itself.
Write In 100

Metropolitan Industries is an expert in the design of single-source
protected water systems for wastewater treatment plants, hospitals,
universities, commercial buildings, laboratories, factories, food
processing plants, boiler make-up water, chemical plants and
industrial applications.

Metropolitan Industries recently supplied digital
dosing pumps for sodium hypochlorite injection
at the potable water treatment plants in Joliet, Ill.

injection process,” said Gornick.
Gornick attended a presentation by Keith Girup, sales engineer
at Metropolitan Industries during an American Water Works
Association conference in 2010 where Girup discussed a new
technology known as digital dosing. Joliet would later replace over
40 older dosing pumps with the new digital dosing technology.
Digital dosing pumps, manufactured by Grundfos, represent
a leap forward when it comes to chemical injection. In the past,
traditional injection pumps forced complicated calculations
to find the right injection setting every time an adjustment was
needed. Using the patented digital dosing technology, users can
now simply press a button on the control panel for the required flow
setting each time an adjustment is needed from 0.00066 gallons
per hour to 248 gph (2.5 mL/hour to 940 L/hour). Dosing can be
set in gallons, liters, or milliliters, depending on the demand and
application. A variety of materials also allow flexibility for many
applications.

Brian Drafke (right), Wholesale Product Associate, demonstrates
Metropolitan’s new Ion Genesis Pump Controller and the Sumpro
Battery Back-Up System during the event.
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Self-Priming Pumps Incorporate New Design
Write In 101

Metropolitan Industries recently launched their new series
of Self-Priming Pumps known as the 35MPC and 45MPC that
improve flow capacity, provides better priming performance, can
use multiple impeller and motor combinations, and incorporates
a premium efficient motor design that reduces energy demand.
Metropolitan’s self priming series of pumps are popular in wet
well applications. They are known for their ease of maintenance,
quick clean out capabilities and pumping capacity.
Metropolitan Industries matched a premium product with a
premium motor design. Each pump now comes standard with a
totally enclosed fan cooled motor, with a 1.15 service-factor, and
NEMA premium efficiency ratings, to keep pace with the recently
enacted federal efficiency standards (EISA).

for the suction-line which will make installations much easier,
less expensive, and will eliminate suction-pipe corrosion normally
associated with metal suction-pipes.
Metropolitan is currently stocking a large inventory of the new
35MPC and 45 MPC pumps and can meet any emergency demands.
For more information regarding the new pumps
and their design, contact Brendan Bates,
Senior Systems Engineer, at 815-886-9200
ext. 257 or visit www.metropolitanind.com.

New Suction Elbow Design
Allows easier installation: One
piece grooved-coupling allows fast
installation of galvanized steel or
schedule-80 PVC suction piping.

Suction Check Valve

Valve keeps pump primed. Made of rubber for long wear and
flexing properties. Not intended to take line pressure, separate
check valve must be installed in the discharge line. Design allows
quick cleaning or replacement.

Mechanical Shaft Seal

Single seal has carbon and ceramic faces, extremely
hard, wear and corrosion resistant. Faces lapped to
1-1/2 light bands and 2 micro inch finish. Springs and
body stainless steel. Flexing parts Buna-N. Stainless
steel shaft sleeve supports seal and makes removal
easy. Water lubricated seal.

Write In 101

Motor

One of the new design features incorporates a fully-enclosed
impeller, which enhances the operating efficiency, increases
the flow-rate capabilities, and lessens the likelihood of solids
becoming lodged in the impeller.

Premium efficiency, TEFC,
Nema
C-face
design.
Available in ODP, explosionproof
or
encapsulated.
Slinger prevents water
getting into motor bearings.
Furnished in three phase 208,
230/460 and 550 volts and in
208/230 volts in single phase.

Heat Treated
Valve Seat

A new and unique feature added to the new design is a
specially engineered wrap-around wear ring, which reduces the
operating sound level of the pump, reduces recirculation flows at
the impeller eye and improves priming performance.

Bronze Wear Ring
Non-Clog Enclosed Impeller

Ductile iron two vane non-clog type. Pump-out
vanes on back shroud protect seal and lowers
pressure at seal faces. Enclosed impeller
increases efficiency and hinders clogging

Metropolitan wanted to also improve priming capacity so
the company enlarged the priming case to improve priming
capability, but while doing so, access to the flow-path for
inspection, maintenance, and cleaning was also enhanced.

Volute-Lip Plate

Permits trimming impeller without losing priming efficiency.
Ductile iron for long life. Can be replaced when wear occurs.

The 35MPC and 45MPC pumping units were developed with
a single pump-end, designed to be convertible for use with two
groups of impellers designed to pass either 2.5” or 3” diameter
solids, and two connection sizes with either 3” flanges or 4”
flanges.
An enhanced suction-elbow design incorporates a grooved-end
and a specially engineered vacuum-rated grooved pipe-coupling,
which eases installation and ensures air-tight operation. This
improvement now also allows the use of schedule-80 PVC piping

EXCLUSIVE CONSTRUCTION FEATURES OF THE
METRO-PRIME “CLOSE COUPLED” SELF-PRIMING SEWAGE PUMP

Shaft supports motor rotor and pump impeller. Short shaft
overhang from motor bearing to impeller reduces deflection
and vibration. Shaft is protected by a stainless steel sleeve at
the seal and is threaded for mounting impeller. Stainless steel
screw and washer lock impeller against reverse rotation.

 QUICK CLEAN-OUT:

 FULLY ENCLOSED IMPELLER:

Access cover or rotating unit can be removed quickly for
access to impeller

More efficient design, with solid bronze replaceable case wear ring

 CLOSE-COUPLED DESIGN:
Entire rotating assembly can be removed without disturbing piping

Metropolitan recently launched their new Self-Priming Pumps known as
the 35 MPC and 45 MPC with improved flow capacity, priming performance
and the ability to use multiple impeller and motor combinations that
reduce energy demand.

Integral Pump-Motor Shaft

 ALWAYS CLEAN AND DRY:
Entire pump rests on basin cover for easy access

 EASY MAINTENANCE:
No long-shafts; no bearings to maintain or grease

 GROOVED SUCTION ELBOW:
• With specialized coupling, installation made easy
• Can be used with galvanized steel or Schedule-80 PVC
suction pipe

 PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTOR:
• NEMA-Premium keeps pace with EISA
• TEFC enclosure
• 1.15 service factor

